Our Precision Creasing Boards

Detailed Specifications

Easy to use

Frustrated with uneven folds? Well, these creasing boards will
give you a perfect fold every time. It saves time and gives you a
professional consistent fold from a perfect crease.
You get all your standard card folds and more. The perfect
accessory to any card maker or DIY paper craft project that
requires accurate folding. Ideal for Wedding Stationery, Small
Business, Card Makers, Graphic Designers and Paper Crafts.

Model:

Standard Creaser Board

Product Number: #BA652278

Material:

MDF

Colour: Raw MDF

Size:

212mm width x 304mm length.

Features:
45mm 99mm -

Position paper flush
against edge.

105mm -

145mm 148.5mm -

Finish:

Creaser Card Types:
Accordion / Tri Folds, Gate Folds, Square Cards, Rectangle
Cards, Gift Cards, Place Cards and all standard card folds.
Crease lines can also be used to make box lids and bases, as
well as measuring guides to divide A4 paper, ready for cutting.

Place cards, Bon Bon Tags and small gift cards.
For A4 Tri Folds, or can be used to lightly score construction lines for any
project requiring one third of an A4 (very common)
To fold A5 to A6 - Most common crease for card makers. This crease
will also fold an A4 in half - length wise - perfect for your Order of Service
Covers.
To fold 145 x 145 sq cards / invitations
To fold A4 to A5 - Ideal for Get Well Soon Cards and Retirement,
Farewell cards and perfect again for construction lines.

Raw uncoated wood

____________________________________________________________________________

Refer to clear template
to select required
crease line.

Model:

Deluxe Creaser Board

Product Number: #DE652278

Material:

Acrylic

Colour: Beige

Size:

222mm width x 304mm length. (Takes a full A4 sheet)

Features:

" The card creaser saves me so much time because
I no longer have to measure and hold my ruler straight,
the creaser board has all the standard lines I use. The
love heart is my favourite shape I emboss onto my
cards “
Marie - Card Maker

5 Crease Lines

45mm
49.5mm
52.5mm
99mm

Using the embossing tool
(#EMBTL), place ball into
groove. Apply pressure
starting from the top
and drawing the tool
towards you until
complete.

105mm

145mm
148.5mm

All models include
instructions and
clear template
overlays

Place cards, Bon Bon Tags and small gift cards.
Gatefold to suit 99mm card base and Place Cards.
A5 Gatefolds, Place Cards
A4 Tri folds, or can be used to lightly score construction lines for any
project requiring one third of an A4 (very common)
To fold A5 to A6 - Most common crease for card makers. This crease
will also fold an A4 in half - length wise - perfect for your Order of Service
Cover and Menu
To fold 145 x 145 sq cards / invitations
To fold A4 to A5 - Ideal for Get Well Soon Cards and Retirement,
Farewell Cards and perfect again for construction lines.

Embossing Motifs:

Heart, Star and Butterfly

Finish:

Smooth impermeable washable finish.

Model:

Vary pressure according
to paper thickness.

7 Crease Lines and 3 Embossing Motifs

Embossing Square

Product Number: #ES536016S

Material:

Acrylic

Colour: Clear

Size:

148.5 x 148.5mm square.

Features:

4 Border Designs and 8 Embossing Motifs

Embossing Motifs:

Cupid, Daisy, Flower Pot, Love Heart, Double Love Heart, Rose, Butterfly
and Decorative Swirl.

Finish:

Smooth impermeable washable finish.

Model:

Creasing / Embossing Tool

Available from:

Deluxe

Paper
Standard

No crease is
too difficult
anymore.

Detailed specifications are listed on back page for both models.

Product Number: #EMBTL

Fold away from the groove
and you are finished
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